Modified thermal diffusion flow probe for the continuous monitoring of cortical blood flow.
A small thermal diffusion flow probe has been developed to monitor the dynamic changes in cerebral blood flow in small animals. Constantan wire was used as a heat source to make a miniature probe. The pair of thermocouples used to detect the heat gradient between two gold plates was elongated to avoid heat conduction between them, and this improvement allowed us to make quantitative measurements. After several basic experiments, local cerebral blood flow was measured simultaneously, using both the modified thermal probe and the hydrogen clearance method in four rabbits. A close relationship was obtained between the local cerebral blood flow values measured by hydrogen clearance (F, ml/100g/min) and the reciprocal of the thermocouple voltage (1/V;1/mV). The regression line was F = 29111(1/V - 1/226), (r = 0.92, P less than 0.001). We suggest that the modified thermal probe is a reliable and quantitative means of measuring flow. In addition, another probe modified for clinical use was evaluated. Continuous monitoring of local cerebral blood flow in postoperative patients was performed, and some illustrative cases are described.